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Thousands of tonnes/hour of Supeheated Stearn from fossil fuel fired boilers or from
atomic reactors of modem power plants and hundreds of tonnes/hour as byproduct from
waste heat boilers of many process plants - the ideal motive force - run large capacity
steam turbines. Turbine Bypass System (TBS) is necessary for safe boiler start,
stabilization, and smooth boiler and turbine runs despite severe load variations and even
sudden trips. This article discusses in details first steam conditioning and then TBS.
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team Conditioning (SC) :
High-Pressure
(HP)
Superheated Steam (SHS) is
ideal for turbines, but not
an ideal heating medium, becau se
of the below listed reasons:
a) Super Heated Steam (SHS)
cannot condense in practical sized
heat exchangers; hence does not
transfer its latent h eat, which is
nearly 80% of its total heat to the
heated product. So more steam is
necessary for a given heat duty
b) The high temperature of the
s team could damage the heated
product and I or equipment.
c) Gainfully using the steam exiting
practical sized heat exchangers at
lower pressure is impractical
d) On the other hand condensing
Saturated Steam transfers the full
latent heat and thus lowers steam
ra te for a given heating duty by
nearly 80%
e) Condensate wetting H eat
Transfer Coefficient is 10 times that
of vapor wetting heat transfer
coefficient reducing heat transfer
surface area 10 times
Hence, extracting Low Pressure
Steam (LPS) from steam turbines'
proper stage and de-surperheating
it is a common and most
economical practice to get heating
steam. A Pressure Reducing Valve

(PRV) bypassing turbine reduces
the steam pressure to turbine
exhaust pressure during boiler and
turbine s tartups and during the
turbine
not
in
operation.
Unfortunately, steam exiting the
PRV attains superheat . Hence,
desuperheating after pressure
reduction is a vital necessity for
using steam as heating medium.
A Steam Conditioning System (SCS)
reduces steam pressure and
subsequently desueperheats it.
The desuperheater controls the
steam temperature precisely at
saturation
temperature
by
spraying required quantity of
Spray-Water (SW) into the super
heated steam stream. Condensate
is usually the spray water to
maintain purity of the condensate
exiting the heat exchanger to
reuse as Boiler Feed Water (BFW).
BFW is not acceptable as spray
water as it contains deareator
dozed
chemical
hydrazine.
Desuperheater designer mus t
consider a variety of complex
thermal and flow dynamic
variables for desuperheater's
su ccess.
Resistance temperature detector or
Thermocouple of the control loop
senses
the
final steam
temperature,
the
controller

compares it wi th the se t
temperature
and
outputs
necessary signal to the spray
water control valve to inject the
required spray water quantity to
hold steam temperature at
saturation point.
Several physical, thermal, and
geometric factors influence the
success of any Desuperheater
installation. Desuperheaters come
in all shapes and sizes. They use
various energy transfer and
mechanical techniques to achieve
the desired performance despite
constraints. Selecting the best out
of these to suit a particular
application is the first step for the
success of the desuperheater
installation.
Technical Aspects of Desuperheater: Below listed are the
important physical parameters
that affect the performance of a
desu perhea ter:
1. Ins tallation orientation

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

spray water temperature
spray water quantity
Pipeline size
Steam velocity
Equipment versus system
turndown

Installation
Unfortuna te ly

Orientation:
many overlook

